How to Provision a Windows* Web Server for
Intel® AES-NI
Abstract:
This guide will review the steps to configure a server and client to use Intel® Advanced
Encryption Standard New Instructions (Intel® AES-NI) when performing secure web
transactions. Intel AES-NI provides significant performance improvements allowing the
use of data protection not feasible before. Intel AES-NI is a set of seven new instructions
in the Intel® Xeon® processor 5600 series (formerly codenamed Westmere-EP). The
instructions are also available on certain desktop and mobile processors. Microsoft*
Windows Server* 2008 Release 2 and Windows* 7, have built-in support for the new
instructions. The steps outlined in this paper ensure the software is configuration to use
this new capability.

1.1

Background Information

A secure web transaction, like accessing one’s bank account, encrypts the data before
sending it over the internet. Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and the newer Transport Layer
Security (TLS) are the protocols typically used to deliver secure transactions over the
network. When a client machine wants to securely access a server machine over TLS or
SSL a handshake occurs to choose the encryption protocol. For the new instructions to
be used, the AES cipher must be selected during the handshake. The encryption cipher is
chosen based on the preferred order that is configured in the software. To use AES and
therefore Intel AES-NI, the AES cipher should be first on each priority list. The web
server should be configured to have the AES cipher as the preferred choice, highest on
the cipher list. For the client computers under your control you want to also establish
AES as the default cipher. These settings will be reviewed in the steps below to ensure
they use the new capabilities offered by the Intel Xeon processor 5600 series.
See http://www.intel.com/technology/security/ for more details on how Intel AES-NI
works.

1.2

Server Configuration Settings

The following discussion is for web servers that use Microsoft Internet Information
Services (IIS) with ASP.NET applications.
1. Launch the Local Group Policy Editor by executing GPEDIT in administrator
mode from start-run dialog. (see Figure 1)
2. Select Computer Configuration  Administrative Templates  Network  SSL
Configuration. (see Figure 2)
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Figure 1- Launch the Local Group Policy Editor

Figure 2 – Select the SSL Configuration Settings
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3. Double click on SSL cipher suite order in the right hand pane. Select the enable
button. Ensure TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CB_SHA or
TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CB_SHA cipher is the first on the list in the SSL
Cipher Suites text box on the left. (see Figure 3)
4. If it is not the first on the list carefully edit the list in the textbox to place it first.

Figure 3 - Ensure TLS_RSA_WITH_AES is First Cipher on the list
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1.3

Client Configuration Settings

Since the handshake picks the highest common cipher supported by both server and
client, for the clients systems under your control establish AES as the default cipher.
1. Launch a Command Prompt in Administrator mode then execute the GPEDIT
command. Note, GPEDIT is not available on lower-end versions of Windows 7
2. Choose Administrative Templates, Network, SSL Configuration Settings to
confirm TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CB_SHA or
TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CB_SHA cipher is the first on the list, which
should be the default setting.
Figure 4 - Confirm TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_xxx_CBC_SHA is First Cipher on List
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3. Now open the Microsoft Internet Explorer browser
4. In the Advanced tab scrolls down to ensure that TLS 1.0 and higher are checked.
Note: Steps 3 and 4 are dependent on the specific browser used. These steps will
vary if a different browser is used.

Figure 5 - Browser Must Have TLS Selected

1.4

Summary

The system is now provisioned for Intel AES-NI which can greatly accelerate the AES
encryption algorithm in SSL.
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